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PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY THE COLLEGE
REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT
To the Trustees and Overseers of Bowdoin College:
I have the honor to submit the following report for the acad-
emic year 1937-38.
I. DE MORTUIS
William Titcomb Cobb, LL.D., of the Class of 1877, Vice
President of the Board of Trustees, died at his home in Rock-
land on July 24, 1937, aged eighty years, one day. For over
thirty years he had been intimately associated with the adminis-
tration of the College, serving on the Board of Overseers from
1903 until 1908, and since that year as a Trustee. In 1925 he
succeeded the late President Cole of Wheaton College as Vice
President of the Board of Trustees and as chairman of the im-
portant Visiting Committee. All who worked with him on that
committee agree that he was the most ideal chairman in their
experience—wise, patient, conciliatory, firm, and able. His
annual reports are classics of their kind and are an invaluable
contribution to the history of the College. The State of Maine
never had a better Governor. Because of his wide experience
with men and affairs, he came to be regarded as the first citizen
of Maine. He was the last surviving member of the Board of
Trustees that elected the present President of the College in
1 91 8. It is impossible to put into adequate words what his
support and advice and helpfulness meant during the past
twenty years. And the hundreds of Bowdoin men who knew
and respected him would wish to join in a tribute of deep
affection to his memory. I remember an occasion in the Moul-
ton Union, where many school boys were present. They were
addressed by the President of the College, by a brilliant younger
member of the Faculty, by some well known graduates, and by
a favorite coach. The verdict of the boys themselves was that
Governor Cobb said more of value to them than was found in
all the rest of the addresses combined. His simple and unpre-
tentious style of speaking often rose to heights of real eloquence.
But his main contribution to the College was in counsel and
advice. We shall not soon look on his like again.
John Anderson Waterman, A.M., of the Class of 1884, an
Overseer of the College since 191 7, died at his home in Gorham
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on April n, 1938 in his seventy-sixth year. He was a very
quiet, modest, retiring man of real sweetness of spirit and of
marked devotion to the College and to the community where
he spent a long and very useful life. Though his service lay
''along shaded paths and quiet streets,' 1 it is no less worthy of
the gratitude of his College than that won by other men of
wider fame.
There is one death among the undergraduates to record, that
of Charles Oliver Hunt at his home in Portland suddenly on
Christmas Day, 1937. The son, grandson, and nephew of
Bowdoin men he had by his good scholarly work and his
gentlemanly demeanor won the real respect of Faculty and
students.
II. GIFTS FROM APRIL 1, 1937 TO MARCH 31, 1938
Pickard Field House, Mr. and Mrs. Frederick W.
Pickard $ 11,02500
Pickard Field Maintenance, Frederick W. Pick-
ard '94 1,90000
Campus Survey, Walter V. Wentworth '86 . . 1,50000
Baker Scholarship, Guy P. Estes '09 ..... 60 00
Special Scholarships, Luther Dana '03 . . . . 240 00
Anonymous 125 00
Anonymous 85 00
Anonymous 1 00 00
Returned Scholarships, Benjamin M. Smethurst
'19 5000
David V. Berman '23 . 1000
O'Brien Scholarship Fund, Mrs. Elisabeth H.
Washburn 20,000 00
Gould Scholarship Fund, Edwin W. Gould Estate 1 ,000 00
Class of 1920 Scholarship Fund, Anonymous . . 125 00
Library, Books, Anonymous 10800
John F. Dana, 1898 .... 14 35
James E. Rhodes, 2nd, 1897 . 5000
Class of 1899 Book Fund (addition) .... 1 48
Teaching Fellow in French, Frederick W. Pick-
ard '94 4,20000
Institute of Philosophy, Society of Bowdoin
Women 21500
Class of 1832 Fund, Albert W. Johnston . . . 10,000 00
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Hoyt A. Moore Fund (addition) , Hoyt A. Moore
Elihu Hasty Fund (addition)
Charles P. Kling Fund (addition)
Nathan Cleaves Fund (addition) .
John C. Coombs Fund (addition)
Augustus F. Moulton Fund (addition)
Marshall P. Cram Fund (addition) .
Napoleon and Albert Gray Fund (addition)
Charles C. Springer Fund (addition)
Alumni Endowment Fund, Contributions
Class of 1904 Book Fund, Contributions
Alumni Income Fund—Contributions (including
















The gift of Mr. Wentworth, of the Board of Overseers, of
$1,500.00 for a survey of the campus has enabled us for the
first time to have prepared a comprehensive map of the grounds
with all trees and paths marked. In addition to this, the land-
scape architect with the help of the college architects has pre-
pared a plan showing the locations of new buildings and an
ideal development of the campus. When the present depression
or recession passes we hope to proceed with work that has been
long delayed; on the drainage of the campus, with the setting
out of some shrubs and trees, and the laying of suitable paths.
Meantime a professional gardener, if he could be procured,
would help much.
The generous gift of Mrs. Elisabeth H. Washburn, of Minne-
apolis, of $20,000.00 to establish the O'Brien Graduate Schol-
arship Fund in memory of her Bowdoin uncles, John, William,
Jeremiah, and Joseph O'Brien, of Machias, increases our gradu-
ate scholarships to four, and is a most welcome and stimulating
gift both for sentimental and intellectual reasons.
Another very unusual gift is that of $10,000.00 from Mr.
Albert W. Johnston, a Trustee of Wesleyan University, in
memory of his Bowdoin grandfather. The use of the income
from this fund will be later determined. It is pleasant to think
of this fund as another evidence of the friendly ties that bind
Wesleyan and Bowdoin together.
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I record the receipt of the private library of Melville W.
Fuller '53, Chief Justice of the United States, bequeathed to the
College by his daughter, the late Mrs. Hugh Wallace, of Wash-
ington, with a fund of $25,000.00", the income of which is to
be used for maintenance. In years to come such a library
might have a good deal of historical value.
The Library has just received on indefinite loan manuscripts,
incunabula, and other early printed books from George B.
Farnsworth, M.D., of the Class of ,1903, from the library of his
father, to be known as the Farnsworth Collection, and to be
kept in the newly equipped Treasure Room in Hubbard Hall.
Among other gifts should be mentioned the valuable collec-
tion of shells bequeathed by Miss Theodora Willard, of Cam-
bridge; a piano for the use of the department of music procured
through the kindness of Dr. George B. Farnsworth, of the Class
of 1903; a reading desk for the Union given in the name of the
Class of 1876; and stair-treads for Massachusetts Hall the
gift of E. Farrington Abbott, of the Class of 1903. The Hon.
Scott Clement W. Simpson, of the Class of 1903, and Mrs.
Simpson, of Intervale, New Hampshire, have recently given the
College $1,000.00 to install a Stromberg Carlson Sound Sys-
tem so that concerts can be arranged both at the Union and in
Memorial Hall to stimulate the appreciation cf music. This
gift is a memorial to Mrs. Scott A. Simpson, mother of Senator
Simpson.
The following list of gifts for the past ten years shows that
although there has been a very noticeable decline this year, the
record is better than that of 1932-33 and 1933-34:
1928-1929 $ 224,782 11
1929-1930 3 8o>392 26
1930-1931 825,101 52
1931-1932 265,93403
1932-1933 43>°2 5 16
*933' I 934 87,96671
1934-1935 1,241,34089
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III. CHANGES IN THE FACULTY
During the past year Professor Frederic W. Brown has been
absent on sabbatical leave which he has spent in Boston in
study and rest, as his original leave for one semester was
extended to the full year because of ill health. The College
was shocked and saddened by the sudden death of his wife on
April 14th; for over thirty years she had been a valued member
of this college community. In the first semester Professor
Mason of the Department of Philosophy was absent on leave;
and in the second semester Associate Professors Kendrick of the
Department of History, and Hartman of the Department of
English, the former studying at the British Museum, London,
and the latter in California. As I have before remarked, I
regard the sabbatical leave as one of the best investments the
College can make and a most desirable policy to extend, wher-
ever financial conditions make it possible. Of the three new
instructors, Robert Carleton Goodell, A.M., in German, will be
with us next year, but Hugh Smiley Stanley, Ph.D., in Mathe-
matics, is here for the present year only, taking the place of
Assistant Professor Korgen who will return to us in the fall
after a year's study at Harvard. John Andrew Hamilton,
Ph.D., in Romance Languages, has been for the year a very
satisfactory substitute for Professor Brown. I should like to
add a word of commendation for the excellent work done the
past year by Jean L. Darbelnet, Fellow in French, and by the
Teaching Fellows: Robert W. Harrington, A.B., '34 in Biology;
Lawrence L. Pelletier, A.B., '36 in Government; Everett L.
Swift, A.M., '36 in History; and Nathan W. Watson, A.B.,
'35 in French. These young men have all proved themselves
good teachers and good scholars, and form excellent liaison offi-
cers between the undergraduates and the Faculty.
During the first semester we had the great good fortune to
have the services as Visiting Professor on the Tallman Founda-
tion of the Rev. Robert H. Lightfoot, D.D., who is the Ireland
Professor of Exegesis in Oxford University and Fellow of New
College. He is one of the leading scholars of England in the
field of the New Testament. It is difficult to speak adequately
of the fine impression he made on us all both by his character
and scholarship and by his friendly interest in many things
that concerned the good of the College. He gave a course in
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the history of the New Testament literature and three wholly-
admirable public lectures:
December i. The Apocryphal Gospels.
8. The Problem of the End of St. Mark's Gospel.
15. The Mind of Christ.
Next year the College will bring as lecturer in English litera-
ture on the Tallman Foundation, Mr. F. C. Horwood, Tutor in
St. Catherine's Society, Oxford, and a promising young scholar,
well recommended by our Oxford friends.
**j> +3* *•# »*#
^^ »j» #j» #j»
The College learned with regret of the death of Mr. Frank
G. Tallman at Wilmington, Delaware, on April 1, 1938. Mr.
Tallman established the Tallman Visiting Professorship in mem-
ory of the many Bowdoin members of his family. In 1935 he
received the degree of Master of Arts, honoris causa. His name
ranks high in the list of Bowdoin benefactors
—
particularly high
on the smaller list of those whose benefactions have been of
direct usefulness to the teaching power of the College.
IV. THORNDIKE CLUB
In a college like Bowdoin, where the fraternity exercises so
much influence on social life, there is always a very important
problem connected with those boys who do not belong to any
organized group. Unquestionably the Moulton Union with its
beautiful lounge and attractive dining room has done very much
to make life more agreeable for every member of the College,
whether he belongs to a fraternity or not. This past winter a
large number of boys who were not members of any fraternity
were organized as the Thorndike Club. The club has regular
officers, makes the Union its headquarters, and is trying slowly
and sensibly to build up some sort of organic unity in that very
important group of the College without fraternity affiliation.
Although some of the undergraduates have been slow to see the
necessity of this organization and somewhat selfish in their atti-
tude toward it, the College as a whole has welcomed this new
group, and I only hope that it will be given sufficient support
from the Faculty, Alumni, and Governing Boards, to make it a
very effective agency in the social life of the whole College.
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V. INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
In 1939 there is to be our ninth biennial institute, this time
with music as our theme. The following Faculty committee
will be in charge: Professor Tillotson, Chairman; Professors
Burnett, Copeland, Van Cleve, Mason, Chase, and Smith;
Associate Professors Brown and Stallknecht; Assistant Profes-
sors Wilder, Kolln, Sibley, Kamerling, and Quinby.
VI. DEPARTMENT OF ART
For many years the Walker Art Building has been one of
the great teachers of the College, and each year there seems to
be from the undergraduates more and more appreciation of what
the department of art is striving to do for them. This past win-
ter instead of enforced attendance for Freshmen in small groups
by way of introduction to the art collections, there were two
large informal parties in the course of which Professor Andrews
delivered an illustrated lecture on the building and its contents.
On one of these evenings a concert was given consisting of a
short piano recital by Professor Tillotson and some songs by the
Glee Club. This voluntary plan of making Freshmen feel at
home in the Art Building worked very well and will be contin-
ued next winter with some changes.
During the past eighteen months there have been thirty-seven
different loan exhibitions of one sort or another, including a
"show" by the Bowdoin Camera Club. The authorities of the
Art Building believe that these exhibitions encourage interest in
art and broaden the knowledge of the Bowdoin undergraduates
in different fields. Undoubtedly the most exciting event of the
winter was the placing on exhibition of two pictures, one by
Rembrandt, the other by Frans Hals, kindly loaned to the Col-
lege for an indefinite period by their owner, Mr. Harry Oakes,
of the Class of 1896, of the Board of Overseers. The beautiful
Frans Hals is being shown here for the first time in America,
while the Rembrandt is to many American observers quite an
old favorite.
The College has also received through the bequest of Mrs.
Martha E. Homer a very valuable painting by Winslow Homer
entitled, "The Fountain."
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VII. SOME EDUCATIONAL EXPERIMENTS
Bowdoin is regarded by many as a very conservative college;
and in some respects this is no doubt a correct description. We
still require some knowledge of mathematics and of the modern
languages for all degrees; some knowledge of Latin or Greek
for the Bachelor of Arts degree; and other requirements in fresh-
man and sophomore year which many other excellent colleges
have abandoned. On the other hand, Bowdoin was the first
small college in the country to adopt the system of general
examinations for seniors, and we have not been too slow in
giving seniors more and more intellectual freedom. As was
pointed out last year in this report, the fact that for a number
of years each successive senior class has equalled or bettered the
excellent scholastic record of its predecessor is an indication
that the continuation of required work the first two years with
more and more freedom the last two years is not working out
too badly. A manufacturing concern justifies its processes by
the product. And so it is with us.
This past month the Faculty has taken hopefully, but not too
sanguinely, another educational step forward. Beginning in
May 1939, there is to be established in certain courses, com-
posed predominantly of seniors and juniors, a reading period
lasting during the month of May, when class meetings, lectures,
and recitations will be given up, and when the student, from
a selected list of books and assignments, will study at his own
sweet will. He will, of course, be held to strict accountability
for this work in the final examination; and, during the period,
the instructor will be available for advice and direction. The
purpose of the plan is to give more opportunity for students
to do some good reading, and preferably reading of whole
books. Whether students at Bowdoin are mature enough so to
be put on their own remains to be seen. The Faculty has
voted that at the end of two years the whole situation is to be
reviewed, thus regarding the plan frankly as experimental. If
it increases in a large number of students intellectual interest
and intellectual responsibility, the experiment will be well
worth while.
Another interesting innovation, though affecting only a few
students, comes in a provision, also adopted by the Faculty this
year, of permitting certain undergraduates to be allowed to
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petition the Recording Committee for exemption from certain
required courses, provided they have made a reasonable and sus-
tained effort to pass such courses and have shown by some honor
grades in other work that they ought to be allowed to remain
in college. Occasionally, for we deal in college with individuals,
a required course may be an intellectual stumbling block, even
if in nine cases out of ten it is an excellent corner stone.
The adaptation of the rights of the individual to the larger
rights of society is a problem in collegiate no less than in politi-
cal circles. In fact the longer one has experience with college
problems, the more clear it becomes that the college is the world
in replica, minute but important.
VIII. WHO SHOULD GO TO COLLEGE?
The recent discussions by President Hutchins of the Univer-
sity of Chicago and by President Conant of Harvard on the
time-worn topic—Who should go to college?— have a very per-
tinent bearing on the work of the small college. I have little
patience with the view held somewhat superciliously that there
are far too many boys and girls in our American colleges at the
present time who have no business to be there, nor with the
view that a great many college graduates are being turned out
who have got very little practical value from their college
course. In my judgment we need many more educational op-
portunities for boys and girls who have left high school than
are now available. The cure for poor education is more and bet-
ter education. Opportunities for advanced work should be afford-
ed by institutions for varying types and standards. In our Ameri-
can life there is a very real place for the state university, for the
experimental college, for the private or endowed colleges and
universities. In education we must avoid anything like regimenta-
tion. We must also be careful to keep the channels leading to
our colleges open to students of moderate means. One of the
great functions of the small college is to furnish such education-
al opportunity. The president of one of our leading univer-
sities recently stated that he believed many boys of unusual in-
tellectual capacity from what he called the "lower income' 1
group were being denied the advantages of a college education.
It seems to me clear that he did not know the situation in our
smaller colleges. At Bowdoin during the past winter 281
students applied for scholarship aid; of these 154 were appli-
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cants whose parents stated that they had an annual income of
$2,000.00 or less. These figures will probably come as a great
surprise to many graduates and friends of the College, but they
are figures based on the word of parents themselves. I remem-
ber President Hyde saying in his day that no student who had
good brains, good health, and capacity to work, provided he had
means enough to see him through the first semester of his Fresh-
man year, had ever been denied the completion of his course at
Bowdoin. I think I can say almost the same thing. It is one
of the glories of the small college that it takes into the fullness
of its life, socially and intellectually, so many boys from homes
of most modest income. It would be a calamity of the worst kind
if through diminution of endowment, taxation, or loss of large
gifts, the College could not continue to render this important
public service.
IX. MAJOR EXAMINATIONS ONCE MORE
During the period of major examinations, I have attended
some of the orals given by the departments of biology, chem-
istry, the classics, economics, English literature, French, govern-
ment, history, and philosophy. The combination of oral exam-
inations following written examinations makes a very fair test
of the student's ability, and I have been very much pleased by
the fine work done by the seniors in their oral examinations and
by the evidence which their alertness shows of fine instruction
in all these departments. If one still believes that the modern
college has little or nothing to do with the world in which we
live and accepts the criticism that is occasionally levelled at us
that we are too much concerned with the past, I wish that such a
person might have the privilege of going around with me to these
different examinations. He would find discussed in a very inter-
esting way by seniors questions which deal, for example, with
the wage and hours bill, with the sales tax, with the ratio of
silver to gold, with the advantages and disadvantages of the
town manager form of government in a small city, with prob-
lems in literature that bring in contemporary writers, with
discoveries made in the field of chemistry during the four years
seniors have been in college, with late experiments which concern
the sensory reaction of fishes. He would also hear discussed
whether the Supreme Court should pay attention to public
opinion on matters of legislation submitted for decision as to
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constitutionality; why does the Constitution not provide for the
number of judges in the Supreme Court; what should be the
interrelations of the different departments in the field of
natural science in view of modern attitudes: how far is San-
tyanna in sympathy with Plato; and many other topics of the
same nature. It his been quite a thrilling experience to hear
seniors, well grounded in their own particular fields and with
the proper knowledge of their subject, express their own opin-
ions fearlessly and ably on such questions as I have indicated.
It is interesting too to record that the first scholar in the class
passed an unusually fine examination in Greek, and that the
third ranking scholar submitted an original Commencement
part written entirely in Latin.
X. POLICY IN REGARD TO GOVERNMENT AID
Last Commencement the Boards voted "that the policy of the
College in the future shall be to refrain from certifying any stu-
dent for Federal Aid under the provisions of the law relating to
the National Youth Administration as an emergency project. 1
'
In place of this the sum of $5,000.00 was appropriated to fur-
nish work for needy students under the direction of Mr. Lan-
caster. There was no difficulty in finding plenty of necessary
employment, and the great advantage of this plan over that set
up by the National Youth Administration was that the College
could carry out such projects as seemed necessary, whereas un-
der the government the only projects allowed were those that
could not be provided through ordinary college funds. Inasmuch
as an emergency still exists and since the National Youth Ad-
ministration will undoubtedly allot funds for the Maine colleges
next year even more generously than in the past, it will clearly
be our duty to provide from our own income a still larger
amount than was available this year, even if we have to cut
down elsewhere or lower salaries.
XL THE SESQUICENTENNIAL
A committee of the Governing Boards consisting of Frank H.
Swan, Esq., of Providence, chairman, and the Rev. Dr. Daniel
Evans, of the Board of Trustees; and Mayor Burton of Cleve-
land, and Professor Melvin T. Copeland of Harvard, of the
Board of Overseers, has been during the year studying the re-
ports of alumni, undergraduates, and Faculty, to which I made
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reference last May. A plan for the proper observance of the
one hundred and fiftieth anniversary of the granting of the
Charter will be considered at Commencement this year, and it
is hoped that by keeping certain facts before the alumni and
friends of the College during the next six years we may be able
to signalise this important milestone in the history of the Col-
lege with some tangible improvements.
XII. NEEDS OF THE COLLEGE
Undoubtedly the committee which I have just mentioned will
submit an important list of things that ought to be done in the
immediate future, and will formulate a plan by which it is hop-
ed that in the next half do^en years the necessary funds will
be forthcoming. It is nevertheless important to keep before the
alumni the most pressing needs of the College, and perhaps I
can do that best this year by suggesting certain very desirable
projects which have been necessarily delayed because of financial
conditions.
i . For many years we have needed a new edition of the Gen-
eral Catalogue. A gift of $8,000.00 would make it possible
for such an edition to be issued.
2. The Librarian has called attention to the fact that within a
very short time it will be imperative to complete the sixth
floor of the stack in the Library. $7,000.00 would be
needed for this purpose.
3. The generous gift of Mr. Wentworth for a new survey of
the campus and grounds has brought the attention of all
of us to the desirability of further development, improve-
ment and beautifying of the campus. This year the Com-
mittee on Grounds and Buildings has been obliged reluc-
tantly to place on the list of desirable projects which must
be deferred for lack of funds, the draining and grading of
the campus in front of the Art Building. This will require
an expenditure of about $8,000.00.
4. It has been necessary to postpone the completion of the
third floor of Massachusetts Hall. The plans call for the
equipment of the large hall as a Faculty room, and the
completion of two other rooms, one for committee meet-
ings, the other for a study for the Dean. This will involve
an expenditure of about $5,500.00.
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5. Last Commencement a committee was appointed by the
Governing Boards on vocational guidance and placement.
Mr. Earle S. Thompson of the Class of 191 4, then of the
Alumni Council, but later of the Board of Overseers,
chairman; Mr. Philip Dana of the Class of 1896, of the
Board of Trustees; Mr. Harry L. Palmer of the Class of
1904 and Mr. George R. Walker of the Class of 1902, of
the Board of Overseers; and Mr. Adriel U. Bird of the
Class of 1 91 6, President of the Alumni Council. The re-
port stresses the urgent need of a placement officer or an
associate dean in charge of vocational guidance and place-
ment. The creation of such an office would add about
$6,000.00 a year to our budget, and this amount cannot
come from regular funds.
6. The athletic authorities are eager to install basketball as a
college sport, but this cannot be done without expending
about $6,000.00 for equipment in the form of folding
bleachers, time clock, and stop nets. This amount cannot
be met from the impaired income of the college.
7. In connection with athletics it is much to be hoped that
hockey may be kept as an intercollegiate sport, but it will
not be possible to place hockey on a permanent footing
without a covered rink. This will cost in the neighbor-
hood of $20,000.00.
8. It is conservatively estimated that the income of the Col-
lege from its endowment funds will be about $15,000.00
less in 1938-39 than for 1937-38. It is highly desirable that
this falling off in income be made good through the Alum-
ni Fund. Indeed in these days of uncertain returns from
investments the Alumni Fund is a great element of
strength. The College is increasingly grateful to her many
loyal sons who support it so generously.
9. The Art Building desires to place the very valuable As-
syrian tablets in the rotunda and to make over the room
where the tablets are now exhibited into a print room. This
will require an expenditure of about $1,000.00.
10. Our friends of the press have long desired a covered press
box for Whittier Field, and plans have been made for the
erection of such a box on the Hubbard grandstand. This
would require a gift of $3,000.00.
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It will be noticed that I have not this year included any ma-
jor project since new buildings, endowments for special chairs,
and other matters of large importance are being carefully stud-
ied by the committee on the sesquicentennial. In these days of
repression and depression it is inevitable that the College will
have to be patient about its many desires. It is pleasant to record
that one of the needs mentioned last year, a new grand piano
for concert purposes, has been met through the generosity of an
anonymous Trustee.
XIII. THE YEAR AS A WHOLE
During the past winter, I heard an able college president
present to his graduates a picture of his college in a series of
news flashes. I wish I could as vividly put on the Bowdoin
screen some impressions of the year just passed. The audience
would be taken into the Moulton Union and shown the organi-
zation of the Thorndike Club, composed of those students who
do not belong to any of the organized fraternities on the campus.
We could then go over to Memorial Hall on Saturday evenings
during the winter and see virtually the whole remnant of the
college not away for the week-end enjoying films from the
Museum of Modern Art Library that present the progress
from the early "movies" to "talkies. 1 * Another flash would
show the Forum of Modern Religious Thought with a dozen
clergymen from different faiths and churches staying at frat-
ernity houses and the Union and talking over religious prob-
lems with surprisingly interested groups of students. Or we
could go to the home of the College Physician and hear him
talking informally to underclassmen on problems connected with
the intimate life of undergraduates, especially in regard to their
association with girls and answering questions about sex and
marriage. Or we could flash on the screen the former Chan-
cellor of the German Reich, Dr. Bruening, explaining the con-
stitutional changes in his country that drove him into exile; or
Sir Herbert Ames, the Canadian publicist, describing his experi-
ences at the Nazi Rally at Nuremburg last summer. Again we
would go to the Barn Chamber, familiar to all of Professor
Chase's students, and listen for a half hour to a reading of
Burns and other Scottish poets by Sir Herbert Grierson, dis-
tinguished English scholar and Rector of the University of
Edinburgh. Or we could go to the Town Hall and hear Roland
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Hayes, the great negro tenor. A flash would reveal forty or
more undergraduates and some members of the Faculty sitting
in the living room of the Delta Upsilon house and hearing Pro-
fessor Felix Frankfurter discourse late into the night on ques-
tions raised by his lecture on "Mr. Justice Holmes, 11 which
lecture the generosity of the Delta Upsilon undergraduates had
made possible for the whole college community. And then
athletic events would come tumbling on the screen : the tie foot-
ball game at the University of Maine which won for us a third
successive state championship under the inspiring coaching of
Adam Walsh; a lone Bowdoin skier winning an intercollegiate
race at Lake Placid; a banquet to John J. Magee in honor of
his twenty-fifth year of track coaching at Bowdoin where tele-
grams were read from track enthusiasts of high and low estate
from California to Maine; the use by Bowdoin teams in fall
and spring of the commodious Pickard Field House. Another
picture would be that of the reading room of the library once
terra incognita crowded all the evening, with the clerk at the
desk informing us that the total circulation of books was the
largest in the history of the college. And a flash might reveal
the President of the College speaking to more alumni groups
than in any other year and attending Bowdoin dinners in Cin-
cinnati, Cleveland, Buffalo, Rochester, Chicago, Boston, Hart-
ford, New York, Philadelphia, Washington, Bangor, Portland;
and other flashes of equally enthusiastic gatherings with other
representatives of the College from Los Angeles to Pittsburgh
and from Farmington to Springfield. And when the news reel
was over one would only have a faint glimpse of the many sided
nature of the modern college and wonder where in the world
amid all this activity the modern undergraduate found time
to study and to read. Nevertheless that remarkable young man
must have done his work somehow, for the record of honors
won, of high grades obtained, of excellent parts written, of fine
examinations passed, proved as good this year as it ever has
been; and despite the record enrollment fewer than usual have
been obliged to withdraw from college. And so like a good
deed in this naughty world, the final flash might say: And so
the year 1937-38 'bye and large and on the whole
11
has been
a very good year for Bowdoin College.
Respectfully submitted,




Report of the College Physician
To the President of Bowdoin College:
During the year ending May 15th, 114 students were cared
for at the infirmary a total of 596 days. Of this number, two
type four pneumonias have been cared for, uncomplicated. Nine
cases of appendicitis have occurred and six of the nine cases
were seen early enough to make it possible to send them home
for operation. One hundred and two X-ray examinations were
made, forty of these were chest examinations. One serious
fracture of the leg occurred, the result of a skiing accident.
Some injuries resulting from automobile accidents were cared
for.
The Athletic Department has been very cooperative in refer-
ring all athletic injuries to the infirmary for diagnosis and care.
At the clinic held each day, 5,100 calls have been made by the
students and over 200 calls by members of the Faculty. Over
1,000 treatments with physio-therapy, including diathermy, hot
packs, massage, etc., have been carried out.
The lectures in hygiene given in the first semester, embraced,
primarily, education along lines of prevention. These lectures
were augmented by several conferences with small groups on
the more personal aspects of hygiene, and the department is
more and more of the opinion that this is the best approach to
this particular phase of social hygiene.
The sun-porch, which was completed in the early winter,
has been most appreciated, and adds to the efficiency of treat-
ment with physio-therapy. Two new hospital beds were given
by Mr. Lesser Goldman, of St. Louis, father of Jack Goldman,
who was graduated last year, and these, together with two
similar beds given by the Class of 1936, have modernized the
equipment of the two rooms on the first floor. The Class of
1937 gave a new sterilizer, which was much needed, and the
gift is greatly appreciated.
May I recommend that some money be set aside over a
period of three years to permanently improve the interior of
the building, which is badly in need of repairs. I would suggest
that one floor be done each year until the entire building is
taken care of in a permanent way.
As to the general health of the students, I would recommend
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that the College insist that all fraternity houses be compelled,
beginning next year, to use only pasteurised milk and pasteuri-
sed milk products. In addition to our routine medical work, I
would suggest that physical examinations be given to all mem-
bers of the graduating class before Commencement, and at some
near date it would be advisable to do a tuberculin test, on all
incoming Freshmen, with subsequent X-ray examinations of
the chests of all reactors. In view of the public sentiment
concerning blood testing for syphilis, I would recommend that
every student be given the opportunity by the College for such
a test, but at present I do not think it advisable to make it
compulsory.
Respectfully submitted,





Oct. 3—Rev. John C. Schroeder, D.D., Litt.D., of Portland,
and Yale Divinity School.
Oct. 10—Rev. Frederick M. Meek, of Bangor.
Oct. 17—Rev. Karl Reiland, D.D., LL.D., of New York.
Oct. 24—Prof. Robert H. Lightfoot, A.M., D.D., of Oxford
University.
Oct. 31—Rev. Gordon E. Gillett '34, of New Bedford, Mas-
sachusetts.
Nov. 7—Rev. Benjamin B. Hersey, of Portland.
Nov. 14—Rev. Paul Gordon Favour, D.D., of Presque Isle.
Nov. 21—The President.
Dec. 5—Dean Lynn Harold Hough, D.D., LL.D., of Drew
Theological Seminary.
Dec. 12—The President.
Dec. 19—Rev. Franklin Paul Cole, of Portland.
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Jan. 9—The President.
Jan. 16—Rev. Norman B. Nash, D.D., of the Episcopal The-
ological School, (Cambridge, Mass.)
Jan. 23—Organ Recital by D. H. E. Fox '38.
















-Rev. Clarence S. Roddy, of Portland.
-Rev. Charles R. Brown, D.D., L.H.D., LL.D., Dean
Emeritus of Yale Divinity School.
-The President.
-Headmaster George Van Santvoord, of the Hotch-
kiss School.
-Rev. George L. Cadigan, of Brunswick.
-Rev. Hilda L. Ives, of Portland and the Andover-
Newton Theological Seminary.
-The President.
-Rev. Herbert Hitchen, of West Newton, Mass.
-Rev. George A. Trowbridge, of New York City.









































REPORT OF THE DEAN
To the President of Bowdoin College:
Sir:
You have patiently approved so many unorthodox Reports
from me that this year I shall venture to submit to you notes
from my diary of the first semester. Whatever may be said
against this form of Report—and much may be said—it at least
adumbrates the sort of college over which you so ably preside.
Sept. i, 1937. Saw '37. Second unfavorable statement
from doctor. Spoils chances of position for which he had been
accepted. "Could get a job in the mill, but of course11— . No
repining. Cheerful smile. Youthful resilience—or just an
exceptionally resilient youth?
Sept. 3, 1937. '29 called at office. Bell Labs eight
years and working nights for his Ph.D. Within one year of
getting it. Looks fine. Football pays. Says his wife works
with him, but advocates his "relaxing this year."
Sept. 3, 1937. Heard from "'36 that he has a job with
the N.L.R.B. Says it's the one Washington job he wanted
most. Editorial in Portland Press Herald this A.M., thinks
the Board is C.I.O. or worse. Someone's wrong.
Sept. 7, 1937. Received another of those anonymous picture
postcards! This one shows a lady and gentleman under a liquor-
laden table. It reads ''Dear Paul am sending this from a
reclining position—under the table Me"
Sender can't be a Bowdoin student—no punctuation.
Sept. 7, 1937. Saw '39. Says most of his summer sav-
ings ($125) were stolen last week. Carelessly left in a mini-
ature bank in his room. Also forgot to apply for remission
of raise in tuition. One of the neediest boys in college. Need,
and negligence again.
Sept. 9, 1937. Long talk with Dr. '13. Feels that col-
lege should do more to "force late bloomers. 1 ' Yes, but how,
so very much? And what about the early bloomers, too?
Shouldn't they be "forced
1
'? But if you succeed in forcing the
early bloomers and the late bloomers both, you have the same
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old relativity, the same old inequalities, the same old basis of
that confounded frustration complex. Philosophy may help.
New Testament does.
Sept. 15, 1937. Saw '40. Wonders if he should trans-
fer. Unhappy in social contacts. Wrong fraternity? Doesn't
feel boys like him. Can't seem to get the grades he wants.
Still shy and self-distrustful. Easy to say "Relax.'" Easy to
say "Forget yourself.
11
Easy to say a lot of things.
Sept. 18, 1937. Letter from 191-. Got the job at
School and awfully relieved to be on a payroll again after a
year off. "Refer St. Peter to me and my missus and three off-
spring if occasion arrives.
v
Must make a note of that.
Sept. 18, 1937. Got another custom-made suit and overcoat
(hardly worn) from a 191- alumnus to be given to some stu-
dent in need of clothes. Easy to find. Same man last year
sent me $250 to be given anonymously to a Senior or two, who
otherwise didn't see how to meet bills at end of year. He had
that experience himself, got such a gift, and keeps passing it on.
Sept. 19, 1937. Saw '39 and his mother. Mill tempor-
arily closed and father out of work. Boy just recovering from
operation that spoiled summer employment. School teacher
aunt, who was to pay first college bill, in hospital with opera-
tion and now has no extra money. What to do? College loan?
Wish the President's loan fund were ten times larger.
Sept. 20, 1937. Just saw '39. Must leave—financial.
Doesn't want to incur debts for education or embarrass father.
Hopes to return later. Feels his two years have been invaluable
to him "socially more than academically." Certainly has got
over his shy, dour manner of two years ago. Wish they'd all
do as remarkable a job in that respect as he has.
Sept. 21, 1937. Don MacMillan '98 spoke to our two hund-
red Freshmen—mostly on Peary. Freshmen spellbound. Had a
right to be.
Sept. 22, 1937. Registered 204 Freshmen. Wanted only
175. Told by Boards to restrict college to 600—quite enough.
Director of Admissions should be fired—or Dean, who took his
job for half the summer.
Sept 22, 1937. Talked with '36, magna cum laude.
Went through Bowdoin at rate of $530 a year. Cooked own
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meals. Never attended a movie. Record. Says he suffered in
college. Last year wondered whether worth while to come back
and suffer some more. Couldn't do what others did. Felt out
of everything. Looks happier nowadays.
Sept. 24, 1937. Talked with '41. Worked for three
years to save money for college. Comes with $500. No money
in family; father recently died. Seems to have stuff.
Sept. 25, 1937. 'ex 193- dropped in with his new bride,
very attractive daughter of very able alumnus. was dropped
from college for poor scholarship, but, like many other non-
graduates, seems quite as keen about Bowdoin as most boys with
sheepskins.
Sept. 27, 1937. Talked with '39 who was not intend-
ing to apply for scholarship aid this year because he had a $2510
prize award from another source on the basis of his straight
A's here. "'Afraid some other fellow needed it worse.
v He no
longer has that sour look, despite having to earn almost all the
money he gets. Apparently he meant what he said in that
letter this summer: 'You know, I have discovered that it is a
lot of fun making oneself agreeable to people. I never thought
very much about it till you spoke of it, but lately I have been
experimenting, and not doing so badly either . . . You meet
all sorts and some smile harder than others, and it's these hard
ones that make me realise how I may have appeared at times
to others."
Sept. 28, 1937. Saw '41. Applied for remission of
Blanket Tax as one of 10 poorest boys in college. Son of $20
a week mill hand. Saved $150 to come to college. Cheerful,
sure he can work his way through. Has ideas on new means
of making money. 'Worry?'' "No, never.'" Read him some
of Russell Sharpe's statements about undergraduates who have
to earn their way (spending more than 20-25 hours a week on
the effort) : 'The cumulative effect of these experiences, particu-
larly on immature boys, is often tragic. College days, long
anticipated with eagerness, become an endless nightmare. The
student is unable to concentrate upon his academic work or to
take much pleasure in it. The care-free life of his classmates,
by its very contrast, may generate a bitterness in his heart.
More than one case-history in the filing cabinets of college
psychiatrists testifies to the vicious effects of financial worry.''
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-'41 only laughed. Not he! "Besides, where dont you get
such inequalities?"
Sept. 28, 1937. Talked with '39. Just back. Hadn't
seen how he could make it financially. "Maybe it's a miracle,
or something. Yesterday morning I went to church and prayed
—last resort. And what do you think? Coming out of church
I ran into a chap who offered to loan me the money for my
tuition."
Sept. 29, 1937. Saw '41, who applied for remission of
Blanket Tax. Has $12 to do business on. Father factory
worker. Eight minor children. Happy and unworried, "so
long as I can get my meals."
Sept. 30, 1937. Just back from Proc Night on Pickard Field.
200 Freshmen charged by 100 Sophs. No clothes except shoes
on either class by end of first five minutes. No molasses and
proclamations on Freshmen, either. Fracas ably supervised by
George Davidson, Jeff Stanwood, and Bud White of Student
Council. Whole event highly enjoyed by Freshmen: Sopho-
mores not so thrilled.
Oct. 1, 1937. Talked with father and mother of '41
about Proc Night. Father had seen show and enthusiastically
approved having his son in the thick of it; mother not alarmed
at all about possible danger.
Oct. 4, 1937. Heard from '31 that he'd got a better
school job nearer Bowdoin. Grand spirit, his! Fighting ampu-
tation of that leg for months and months, then losing it, then
adjusting himself—with the same old smile—to a different life.
Lot of unsung heroes at large in the world.
Oct. 5, 1937. Talked with '40. No money, parents
unable and unwilling to help with a college education. But
is "40 downhearted? Loves everything about the place— .
friends, courses, jobs, even Faculty. Feels no sense of inferiority
from lack of money. Finds no snobs around. Keeps his eyes
and ears open for means of social and intellectual improvement.
Apologised for sometimes walking here and there without being
with a couple of other fellows. Ascribed to me advice always
to walk not only with one other boy but with a least a couple
of others. Wish I could remember saying that—has its points.
Oct. 5, 1937. Half a do^en boys at my house. Asked
'40 about his future. He hadn't the ghost of an idea what
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he wanted to do. Not interested in business. Couldn't see
himself in law or medicine, disliked the thought of teaching
and coaching if the job depended on his turning out winning





frankly and ingenuously, "I'm interested in myself, not in other
people.
1
' Said his father had been in the wrong job all his life
and hated it. Asked the other boys present how their fathers
liked their jobs—army, law, teaching. All contented save one
teacher. ''Guess he's contented but he grumbles all the time.
1 '
Oct. 6, 1937. Received a letter from a certain Mr. en-
closing a $350 check for me "to hand to '40 if the case is
fully deserving.'' No slightest strain on my conscience to say
it was fully deserving.
Oct. 8, 1937. Talked with the fraternity presidents. Fine
group of boys. Take them individually and you get much fur-
ther than all together. Just a bit conscious of each other, as
well as of me.
Oct. 11, 1937. Talked with '41. Delighted at getting job
in local restaurant paying him board and $3 per week and call-
ing for his services from 7-12 P.M. every night in the week.
Having worked for five years before coming to college, he feels
this is no program to kill him.
Oct. ii, 1937. Visited by a Deputy Sheriff and a Traffic
Engineer of State Highway Commission; both in bad temper
—
and justifiably. Something must be done.
Oct. 12, 1937. Something was done. Boys concerned have
paid all damages
—$130—and should be wiser in future. Nice
thing about this incident—a fraternity's Freshman delegation
solely responsible, but whole chapter paid bill, feeling it would
teach Freshmen meaning of word "fraternity."
Oct. 12, 1937. Talked with '12. Feels that much of the
joy is taken out of his business by C.I.O. rules. Not so much
incentive left for a sort of paternal interest in his individual
employees when posted Rules tell him just what he must do for
them.
Oct. 12, 1937. Came with my Freshman Latin class to that
grand passage in De Senectute where those old Roman worthies,
recalling how Decius had "devoted" himself to his country
with religious ceremonies and had then mounted his horse and
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turned it toward the thick of the enemy and ridden to his death,
"decided that there surely was something fine and high, just
naturally fine and high, that was to be sought for its own sake,
that was to be pursued by all the noblest spirits, with nothing
but scorn and contempt for mere pleasure." Class discussion
of the sentiment. Most of the boys seemed to sense that with-
out some such spark, humanity would not be worth bothering
about. Better still, they seemed to perceive that the spark was
real.
Oct. 12, 1937. Talked with '38, one of our college
heroes. Hope he can always stay the same frank, fair-minded,
spirited lad of today, full of "generous enthusiasms'
1
and will-
ing sense of responsibility.
Oct. 12, 1937. Talked with '38, another of our college
heroes, about Student Council sanction of a new campus posi-
tion for an undergraduate. Wish we had enough offices to
provide two or three for each student otherwise obscure. Few
things like it for bringing a fellow out. '38 says they try to
do it in his frat.
Oct. 16, 1937. Attended the Williams game in Williams-
town ("decanal duty"
—
pleasant one). Had choice between
going back with Adriel Bird '16 in his plane—Adriel thought
the plane would carry one more—or with Web Brown '25 in
his LaSalle. Elected latter. Poor judgment. But Web is
really a good driver, a very good driver. He has to be.
Oct. 20, 1937. Saw '40. Father had just lost his mill
laborer's job at age of 67. No other children, no relatives,
father uneducated and not a U. S. citizen. No financial aid
had been expected from them by son and they had tried to
discourage his going to college. Wanted to know what he
should do. Wonder if I gave him the right answer—to leave
college and try to support them, only if they otherwise would
become town charges.
Oct. 20, 1937. Talked with '41 at his brother's request,
and urged him to quit his sportive ways and get going. Yet
you feel pretty safe about the ultimate destiny of the young-
sters with a family background of accomplishment, no matter
how badly they abuse their opportunities for a while.
Oct. 26, 1937. Examined at close range the Deke goat on
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Dekes should brush up their Greek. Must speak to President
Sills about it. '"It is now 4.30 and all is well in the halls of the
D. K. E. and the goat is safely guarded.""
Oct. 27, 1937. Visited at 10.30 A.M. by Professor who
was much concerned about an 8 P.M. incident. A bashful frat-
ernity initiate had called on him and after much embarrassment
announced his mission—to secure an autographed suit of the
professor's underwear. The professor had obliged and now
feared complications, horrid complications. Cheered him up,
and had my laugh for the day.
Oct. 28, 1937. An A. D. Freshman, as usual, had to propose
to my secretary before an interested group of witnesses. Did
so. "Certainly, but Fd like to have it in writing." "You ac-
cept?
v
"But may I have it in writing?'' "But what's the an-
swer?" "Why, yes, of course, YES."
Oct. 29, 1937. Presided at D. U. initiation banquet. About
50 alumni present. Insulted by Sim Pike '13 who then left
for Paul Niven's '16 before I could retaliate.
Oct. 29, 1937. Came back from the D. U. initiations to hear
that the Deke (D. U.) goat had been tied to our front porch.
As an honorary D. U. I felt flattered. But somehow it had
later got over to Chi Psi House.
Oct. 29, 1937. Am told that at the Deke initiation banquet
Kirby Hight '38 alluded to Jack Minot '96 at Theta's "most
faithful alumna.
v Hank Dolan '39 and President Sills are
said to have noticed it.
Oct. 30, 1937. Talked with '35. Earns most of his way
at Medical, partly by giving blood transfusions. Five hours
sleep a night last year. Hard going. Record held by '34:
attended medical school from 9-6; at 7.30 usher in a Boston
theatre till 11.30; night clerk in small hotel 12-7. The rest of
the time he had for sleep. Sundays off.
Nov. 1, 1937. Talked with '38. Works 40 hours a
week at five different jobs to earn money. No help from home.
Happy. "No time to feel sorry for myself. v
Nov. 7, 1937. Got the following letter from a sub-Freshman.
"My dear Dean Nixon
My dad came home Tuesday night and told me
about Bowdoin. As you remember I came to Bowdoin
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when I was about six years old. You probably have a
picture of me in your mind as a very small boy with
red hair. But I have grown considerably since I last
saw you. Even though I am only in seventh grade
I have been thinking of going to Bowdoin. If it is
what dad has told me I am practically there right
now.
So don't forget to reserve a place for me at Bow-
doin and also in my dad's fraternity.
Sincerely yours,
P. S. I also would like to be captain of the foot-
ball team."
Nov. 5, 1937. Presided at Centennial initiation banquet
of my Wesleyan fraternity, Eclectic. Half our living alumni
back—225. Great chance to do a distinguished job. Muffed it.
Nov. 6, 1937. Williams 19—Wesleyan o. Saw it!
Nov. 8, 1937. Talked with "40. Fine chap, and able.
Said he had Sophomoritis and couldn't get down to work this
year—and what to do? Advised him not to go to bed tonight
till he had done six hours of study. Six hours tomorrow, same
terms. Six hours the day after. Take one day at a time. Al-
most any man can lick himself for one day. His surprised grati-
tude made me feel like Solomon. Or was he stringing me?
Nov. 9, 1937. Talked with '38. Great youngster!
Spoke of how he had observed the manners of boys who came
from homes socially and financially luckier than his own, how
much he had learned thereby of how to do things, and how
grand everyone was to him. Anyone at Bowdoin is rather
proud to be on especially friendly terms with this same '38.
Nov. 9, 1937. Put '40 on Pro for overcutting. Took
it pleasantly as they usually do, and said "Thank you"—also
usual. Put '39 on Pro for same reasons a moment later.
Didn't like it and told me so—very rare combination. Must
see more of that boy.
Nov. 13, 1937. Drove to Medford for Tufts game, taking
4 Freshmen. Terrible rain. Field awash. Alumnus comment:
'They came out of a . . . puddle and made a . . . skoal.''
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Nov. 15, 1937. Talked with Dr. "13. Feels that young
doctors these days too generally inclined to refuse to take
patients who can't pay. Checks with what Dr. '11 and
other older doctors say. Reasons, if true? Competition all
along hardens them? Hard times? Still greater expense of
medical education? Yet my impression that young fellows these
days rather more generous-spirited than in my own era.
Nov. 15, 1937. Wrote Adam Walsh:
"Dear Adam:
Congratulations on your third season! After you've
had equal success for another three years, I may begin
to admit that you're a passably good football coach.
I might admit it even now, only Fm afraid further




P. S. Bet you $51 can pick eleven Bowdoin stu-
dents you can't coach to beat Wesleyan."
Nov. 15, 1937. Bulletin Board notice: ''Some student who
called at the Dean's house last Sunday night seems to have
left a pair of pigskin gloves. The owner may have them on
request. They are too big for the Dean. Students welcome
every Sunday night—especially if they'll leave things that fit.''
Nov. 16, 1937. '40 suggests getting the boys in chapel
to sing hymns with more vigor—talk on 'joy of living" and end
with a couple of very familiar hymns asking for noise. Must
try it.
Nov. 16, 1937. Heard from '22. 'What am I like
after 15 years? My wife (University of Vermont) and I are
both more tolerant. We don't play the races, nigger pool, etc.,
nor drink to excess. We seldom see a play or a movie. We
don't care for a movie director's impressions of a book he's
never read—I string along with the author. We enjoy reading
—some good and some tripe books. We own a $10 radio. We
listen to games, good programs and such stuff as Fred Allen,
Major Bowes, and Phil Lord (perhaps he is educational). In
short, we don't expect something for nothing, we don't envy
the other fellow, and we are quite happy.
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'When it comes to politics, Fm probably a rock-bound con-
servative. I can't adjust myself to the New Deal or the C.I.O.
I don't believe in 'sticking' either the rich or the poor. I feel
that as a nation we are too soft. We need more of what
Jack Magee called G . That's a second carry-over from
Bowdoin. Don't get soft.
Sincerely yours,
(In Who is 7<[ot,
the volume that isn't published.")
Nov. 27, 1937. Talked with '36. Feels discontented
with degree of service he can render in his present business, or
in any business. Wants to get into some form of "social ser-
vice" where his own financial betterment won't be uppermost in
his mind. Fine young fellow, but a bit too much inclined to
blink the fact that none of these more or less philanthropic
services can be rendered without having business and industry
as substructures. Told him that in my opinion there is no man
in this country today who has less reason to tip his hat to any-
one, to anyone, than a fair and able and honest employer of la-
bor in a basic industry.
Dec. 4, 1937. Received a letter from Admiral Grayson,
Chairman of the American Red Cross
:
"For many years our membership from Bowdoin
College has been amongst the highest of any college
in the United States, and its achievement this year
in enrolling 87% of its student body leads all colleges
that have so far been reported to us."
Dec. 4, 1937. New job—made Custodian of licenses and
key of car of '40 "so he'd be sure to study.'* Better still,
if fathers of Freshmen and Sophomores didn't provide cars at
all.
Dec. 8, 1937. Talked with '37. Lots of rough sled-
ding all his life; hard for him to smile. Half orphan; mother
working. Brought up in philanthropic schools. Straight A
student; no money; wants desperately to study medicine. Wrote
'14 about him.
Dec. 9, 1937. Heard from '33. "We both wish very
much that you could see both the house and the son and heir,
, who, although but six months old, has already
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learned three Bowdoin songs and twenty-five of the Deke
Chapter Roll."
Dec. 22, 1937. Heard from '14 whom I told about
*37j wno couldn't finance medical school. 'Illness and
absence from town have delayed me in replying to your letter
of Dec. 10th. . . If you, as Dean of the College, see your way
clear to handle this without using my name in any way, I would
be glad to loan $500 a year toward the young man's expenses
while he is at Medical School. . . I would like to have you take
the responsibility of handling the notes and payments in any
way that you see fit, and if the money is at any time repaid,
you may retain it and use it for some similar purpose in the
future, rather than returning it to me."
Dec. 22, 1937. Got a phone call from a graduate, 191-.
Said his "gratitude" was troubling him and couldn't I arrange
to have him give an anonymous $100 to some very needy and
deserving student? Easy.
Dec. 22, 1937. Told '40 (See first entry Oct. 20) of the
$100 gift to him. Did his face shine when I told him how this
sort of anonymous gift came to be! (See second entry, Sept. 18)
—
. And didn't he intend to carry on!
Dec. 30, 1937. Got a distinctly dubious compliment from
'34, who spent the evening at my house: "Dean,' 1 he
drawled, soon after coming in, "I think more of you than I
did as an undergraduate. Then I was one of those that used
to laugh at you
—
your being a Rotarian, and your platitudes,
you know, and all that.'' 'Well,' 1 I answered, a bit flustered,
"we do have to live by platitudes, don't we?" He chuckled
and remarked: "And that's another platitude, isn't it?" He
grinned at me. I groaned at him. "Dear, dear," I murmured,
"it's getting harder every year to say anything that's very new
and very true both. And of course that's still 'another one.'
Yes,'
1
said he with dry deliberation. Not sure what that
yes" of his answered, but have my suspicions.
Jan. 10, 1938. Received a badly misspelt letter from a
young man who is at present an embalmer but now wants to
go to college and medical school. "I am not drawn to this
work by any false impression of glammer or high salary. I
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Jan. 14, 193S. Told '37 of the $500 loan for each of
his three years at Medical School. Read him last sentence of
anonymous donor's letter: "I am happy to be of some help to
him, and if he makes anything of himself in the future, that
will be all the thanks that anyone could wish.'
1 He was rather
inarticulate. As he left he gasped: "I haven't said much,
Dean, but you don't know what's going on inside me. 1
'
Jan. 1 6, 1938. '40 and two other Dekes came to my
house at 6.30 p.m. "Well," said '40 "I'm here, Dean, on
the dot, as you said.'" I hadn't "said." Seems someone had called
him up—my voice—and told him to see me at 6.30. The
three came in and we smoked it over. At 6.40 '39 came
in, similarly requested. Then '39. Then '39, then
, , , , . All rather peremptorily in-
vited to call. Bets on whether next arrival would be voluntary
or involuntary caller. Ragged each "involuntary' 1 a bit, then
explained. When all frats represented—except Psi U—*we
tried to dope out who did it. Consensus of opinion it probably
was
,
Deke '39—waggish, mimic, knew 'em all, etc. Called




But he didn't come. Called him again, more vigor-
ously. "Yes.' But didn't come. Then sent for him with
note on office stationery. returned alone: "
,
Deke
'39 only laughed. Dekes said it was a good imitation.'' Then
we checked with telephone operator. "Quite a number of
calls from the Deke House." Called '38 at that house,
pretended to be furious. "Do you recognize my voice?'' T . .
I . . . think so, sir.'' "Think so? Thin\ so? Do you remember"
—and I reminded him of a confidential conversation we'd once
had, and angrily continued: "Am I the Dean, or not?'' 'Yes
sir, you are, I know you are now.'" "Well then, try to impress
that fact on , Deke '39 and have him come to the phone
at once.'' . Deke '39 on his end of phone. Mussolini-
Hitler-Stalin on the other end. "Now do you realize this is the
Dean?" Very humbly, "I do now, sir." "Come over instantly.'
1
'Yes, sir.'' Stationed the "involuntaries" around the house in
the dark. , Deke '39 at door. Admitted, panting.
Glanced at study full of "voluntaries." Relieved momentarily.
"Did you cut the chapel bell rope?' 1 (Someone had). "No, sir,
* Too shrewd to bite—Kappa Sigs also, it was later learned.
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'So that's your answer? Why didn't you come
when I first called you tonight, if you're not guilty? How is it
I had to summon you half a dosen times by phone and letter
before you'd condescend to appear? And you tell me he
laughed at the letter, ?" "Yes sir, he did laugh." "What
did you mean by it s , Deke '39? Who do you think you
are?'" 'Well, sir, I thought I was being fooled?'" 'Tooled,
eh, fooled?" 'Well, sir . . . well . . . well . . .'" "Ever fool any-
body yourself?'" 'Well, sir . . . I . . . once in a while.'" "To-
night, for instance, eh?'" 'Well, yes sir.'" "All right, boys.'"
Rush from the dark. Tableau. Curtain.
Jan. 17, 1938. Bulletin Board notice:
'The Bowdoin Psi U's seldom get in the news
For scholarly use of the bean.
But it ought to be said they can use the old head






Students enrolled Sept. 23, 1937. .628 (Sept. 24, 1936 588)
Students enrolled Dec. 1, 1937.. 626 (Dec. 1, 1936 584)
Left between Sept. 23rd and Dec. 1st 2
Students enrolled March 1, 1938 609
Left between Dec. 1st and March 1st, 1938 .... 19
Seniors finishing work for degree 3
Students re-admitted 5
Sept. 23, 1937 March 1, 1938
Students in Senior Class no 108
Students in Junior Class 155 153
Students in Sophomore Class .... 158 152
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Franklin . . 10
Hancock ....... 4
















IV. Enrollment in Courses 1937-38
Course First Semester Second Semester
56Art 1,2
Art <$, 6 49
Astronomy 1,2 54
Botany . . . .
Chemistry 1,2 88
Chemistry 3, 4 63
Chemistry 5,6 16
Chemistry 7,8 31
Chemistry 9, 10 13
Chemistry 11,12 4
Economics 1,2 105
Economics 3, 4 12
Economics 6
Economics 7, 8 17




English i 9 2 209
English 4 206
English 5,6 11
English 9, 10 29
English 13, 14 30
English 17, 18 .... 40
English 21, 22 15
English 23, 24 15
English 25, 26 8
English 31, 32 16
French 1, 2 35
French 3, 4 161
French 5,6 60

































French 15, 16 14 14
German 1,2 145 140
German 3, 4 21 20
German 5,6 7 9
German 7, 8 4 4
German 11,12 7 10
German 13,14 5 5
German 15, 16 1 1
Government 1,2 104 97
Government 5,6 35 35
Government 7, 8 32 28
Government 11,12 8 8
Greek 1,2 14 13
Greek 3,4 9 9
Greek 7, 8 3 3
Greek 9, 10 4 4
Greek 11, 11 2 2
Greek 19, 20 4 4
History 1,2 93 89
History 3,4 29 30
History 5 11
History 9, 10 20 27
History 11, 12 28 31
History 17, 18 44 37
History 21, 22 2 2
Hygiene 204
Italian 3,4 11 11
Latin A. B 13 12
Latin 1,2 32 32
Latin 5,4 4 4
Latin 9, 10 3 .4
Latin 12 18
Literature 1,2 80 93
Mathematics 1,2 168 154
Mathematics 3, 4 38 32
Mathematics 5,6 10 10




Music 1,2 11 8
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Music 3, 4 2
Music 5,6 3






Physics 3, 4 15
Physics 5,6 7
Physics 7, 8 5
Psychology 1,2 57
Psychology 3, 4 .... * 10
Psychology 5, 6 7
Religion 1 20
Sociology 1,2 47




Zoology 7, 8 2

























































































































































Beta Chi (now Sigma Nu) ....'..
Alpha Delta Phi
Phi Theta Upsilon (now Chi Psi)
Phi Theta Upsilon (now Chi Psi)
Phi Theta Upsilon (now Chi Psi)




Theta Delta Chi .
Zeta Psi
Phi Delta Psi (now A.T.ft.)
Phi Delta Psi (now A.T.fi.)
Phi Delta Psi (now A.T.ft.)
Chi Psi
Delta Upsilon
Phi Delta Psi (now A.T.fi.)
Phi Delta Psi (now A.T.ft.)
Phi Delta Psi (now A.T.fi.)
Phi Delta Psi (now A.T.fi.)
Phi Delta Psi (now A.T.S2.)




• • • •
• • • •
• • » • *
• • • « •
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Chi Psi 10.3030 8.8336
Zeta Psi 10.9280 10.2236
Kappa Sigma 10.1935 9-°375
Alpha Tau Omega 11.5000 9.7622
Alpha Tau Omega 10.1570 8.0518
Theta Delta Chi 11.2700 99245
Alpha Tau Omega 9.8040 8.8266
Alpha Tau Omega 11.9743 10.1226
Alpha Tau Omega 11.0789 8.2205
Alpha Tau Omega 11.9040 10.1252
Alpha Tau Omega 10.9250 9.0840
Alpha Tau Omega n.4310 10.2818
Alpha Tau Omega 11.9666 9.9299
Alpha Tau Omega 11.4966 . 9.3897
general average, or the average of scholarship
1 is 10.3191
the winners' average since 191 1 is 12.1292
VII. Abraxas Cup Standing
February, 1938
1. Needham High
2. Mount Hermon School
3. North Quincy High









12. Phillips Exeter Academy

























Portland H. S. . .
Dexter H. S. . .
Skowhegan H. S. .
Edward Little H. S.
Jordan H. S. . .
Brunswick H. S.
Portland H. S. .
Deering H. S. . .
Brunswick H. S.
Bangor H. S. . .
Livermore Falls H. S.
Deering H. S. . .
Deering H. S. . .








































The averages are obtained on the basis of, A equalling 4;
B, 3; C, 2; D, 1; and E, -2.































19 10 Frank A. Smith '12
191
1
John L. Hurley '12
191 2 Philip S. Wood '13
information furnished by Director of Athletics.
191 3 Robert T. Weatherill
1914 H. Alton Lewis
19 1 5 Guy W. Leadbetter
19 16 Sherman N. Shumway





































Henry P. Chapman, Jr.
George H. Souther
John A. Ricker







































































































1936 Hubert S. Shaw '36




912 Robert D. Cole
913 Charles B. Haskell, Jr.
914 Philip S. Smith
915 Francis P. McKenney
916 Guy W. Leadbetter








924 Francis P. Bishop
925 Robert J. Foster
926 Harold G. Littlefield
927 Otis A. Kendall
928 Howard Mostrom
029 Richard L. Brown
930 Gilmore W. Soule
931 Harry W. Thistlewaite
032 Charles F. Stanwood
933 Ray E. McLaughlin
934 Charles W. Allen
935 William H. Niblock
936 Philip G. Good




































19 10 Harrison M. Berry 'n
191
1
Robert P. King '12
191 2 Lawrence W. Smith '13
191 3 Robert D. Leigh '14
1 91 4 Joseph C. MacDonald '15
191 5 Edward P. Garland '16
1916 Edwin H. Blanchard '17
19 1 7 A. Shirley Gray '18
1918 John J. Whitney '20
19 19 Justin S. McPartland ^o
1920 M. Lawrence Willson *ai
1921 William R. Ludden '22
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1922 Jay R. Shecsley
1923 Bradley B. Ross
1924 Lindsay D. Horsman
1925 Robert Harkness
1926 George O. Cutter
1927 Edward M. Fuller
1928 Marshall Swan





1932 William H. Lowell. Jr.
1933 Charles E. Hardies
1934 Lionel P. Horsman
1935 Philip A. Christie


















191 1 Edward O. Leigh "12
19 1 2 Frederic S. Wiggin '13
191 3 Francis X. Callahan "14
1 914 Edward R. Elwell '15
1915 James A. Dunn "16
1 91 6 Nath. U. McConaughy "17
191 7 Franklin MacCormick '18
19 18 Grant B. Cole '19
1 919 Richard McWilliams '20
1920 Roderick L. Perkins '21
1921 Francis R. Ridley '22
1922 Wallace T. Putnam '23
1923 Brooks E. Savage '24
1924 Edwin C. Burnard '25
1925 William Widen '26
1926 Archie W. Holmes '27
1927 Arthur N. Davis '28
1928 Huntington Blatchford '29
1929 T. Maxwell Marshall '30




1932 George R. Booth
1933 Edward DeLong
1934 Allan Mitchell
1935 Frank E. Southard
1936 James S. Dusenbury










191 Wm. A. MacCormick
191 2 Cedric R. Crowell
191 3 Alan R. Cole
19 1 4 Paul J. Koughan
191 5 Walter E. Chase, Jr.
19 16 Lawrence H. Marston
19 1 7 William E. Walker
1918 Daniel F. Mahoney
19 19 Lewis W. Brown
1920 Samuel S. Buker
1 92 1 Virgil C. McGorrill
1922 Donald J. Eames
1923 John H. Johnson
1924 Clayton C. Adams
1925 Nathan A. Cobb
1926 Thomas Martin
1927 Stephen D. Trafton
1928 Henri L. Micoleau
1929 Frederick H. Bird




1932 Frederick N. Woodbury
1933 Asa O. Pike
1934 Lawrence Dana
1935 Albert S. Allen
1936 Ledgard M. Hall






























REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN
To the President of Bowdoin College:
In accordance with the laws of the College I present herewith
my 23rd annual report on the condition and progress of the
College Library for the year ending 31 March, 1938, the same
being the 3 8th- 39th year of my connection with the Library.
PERSONNEL
Gerald Gardner Wilder, A.M., Librarian.
Kenneth James Boyer, A.B., B.L.S., Assistant Librarian.
Hugh McLellan Lewis, B.C.E., Reference Librarian.
Edith Ellen Lyon, Cataloguer.
Corris Harriette Potter, Assistant to the Librarian.
Alta Reed, Assistant in the Students' Reading Room.
Geneva Evelyn Archibald, Assistant in the Cataloguing De-
partment.
SIZE AND GROWTH
The number of volumes in the Library is estimated to be
178,000.
Accessions
1933-34 1934-35 1935-36 1936-37 1937-38
By purchase
. . 1,405 1,188 1,689 I >54 1 2,050
By binding serials 307 430 439 617 637
By gift . . . 686 1,390 1,841 1,697 496
By provision of law 164 155 150 161 140
2,562 3,163 4,119 4,016 3,323
The average cost of the volumes purchased during these years
was $3.52, $4.12, $3.80, $4.03, and $4.07.
As heretofore, the Appendix to this report gives an itemized
statement of the growth of the collection during the year and
its contents by the various classes in which it is arranged.
GIFTS AND ACCESSIONS
While the total accessions for the past year are fewer than
for the two previous years, the proportion of purchases to gifts
is more satisfactory than it has been for a long time. More
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books have been bought than for many years, and more money
has been spent for books than ever before. This was made pos-
sible only by using a balance arising from the non-receipt in the
previous year of foreign consignments, and by spending before
April the income normally used in April, May, and June.
Again, as so often in the past, we are bankrupt for these Spring
months, but the healthy demands on the Library during the
earlier months are all the more emphasised. Moral: the need
of a larger appropriation for books.
James E. Rhodes, 2d, Esq., of the Class of 1897, and John
F. Dana, Esq., of the Class of 1898, have continued their con-
tributions.
Among the larger purchases are the Conard editions of
Balzac in 38 volumes, and of Maupassant in 29 volumes; the
edition of Baronius' Annals in 23 volumes; a set of Thomas
Aquinas; and, the Gillieron Atlas linguistique de la France.
In the field of periodical literature, the following files have
been acquired:
Antiquity, i- s 1927-,
Connoisseur, 1-, 1901-,
Physical Society of London, Proceedings, 1-, 1874-,
Revue de Linguistique Romane, 1-, 192 5-,
Revue de Metaphysique et de Morale, 28-, 1921-,
Revue des etudes Rabelaisiennes, 1-10, 1903-12,
Revue du seisieme siecle, 1-19, 1913-33,
Humanisme et Renaissance, i- 3 193 4-,
Revue philosophique de la France et de Tetranger, 1-62, 1876-
1906.
Current subscriptions are always placed for files that come
down to date.
CIRCULATION
1933-34 1934-35 1935-36 1936-37 1937-38
Lent, outside
. . 14,368 M.830 13.894 14,536 15.
7
21
Lent, closed reserve 18,619 16,903 17,494 19,253 21,823
32,987 31.733 3I.388 33.789 37,544
Largest month Mr. 1,574 Ja. 1,867 I7 - I »959 Ap. 1,775 F« 1.968
Smallest month Ag. 544 S. 587 Ag. 423 Ag. 557 Ag. 470
These figures themselves show, in part, the use of the library.
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The circulation has doubled in the past ten years. And, in
spite of the new equipment added a year ago, our seating capa-
city has been taxed a good many times this year.
STUDENTS' READING ROOM
The number of readers using the Students' Reading Room
during the past five years is as follows
:
1933-34 1934-35 1935-36 1936-37 1937-33
3,657 4,055 3,740 3,823 3,867
EXHIBITS
1. History of writing and early printed books.
2. History of Methematics, (party the property
of Professor Korgen).
3. Kenneth Roberts, (through the kindness of
Cedric R. Crowell, of the Class of 191 3).
4. Campus views, mostly historic.
Because of the length of time it seemed best to continue some
of the exhibits, the number this year was fewer than usual.
HUBBARD HALL
The need of more space for the courses in municipal govern-
ment led to assigning the old faculty room, later used to house
the Longfellow Collection, to that subject. The room was fitted
with new bookcases and was redecorated. The Longfellow
Collection was moved to the former sitting room in General
Hubbard's suite. The Carlyle Collection was installed in the
former bedroom, and new bookcases were purchased for this
room. The lecture room, the Carlyle room, the classical room,
and some smaller rooms were redecorated. New lighting fix-
tures were installed in the main reading room.
Last June the Committee of the Boards on the Library recom-
mended that the sixth floor of the stack be completed during the
coming summer. An exact estimate of $7,000 has been secured
for this work. The fourth floor of the stack is becoming very
congested, and the completion of the sixth is badly needed to
relieve this floor. %
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT
The following table presents a classified statement of the
sources of the income and nature of the expenditures of the
Library, arranged substantially along the lines recommended by
the American Library Association.
Receipts
1933-34 1934-35 t935-3<5 1936-37 1937-38
Appropriations, general $13,845* $16,320 $18,070 $17,753 $18,385
Student assistants
• 1,9^5 1,9^5 2,000 1,887 i,5i9
'Special reading room i,530 1,487 i,479 1,525 i,543
Endowment fds., consol 1,504 1,113 1,400 i,5 12 1,487
Achorn Flag fund . 43 36 45 27 9
Appleton fund . 402 347 363 402 386
Chapman memorial 280 261 253 280 269
Class of 1875 fund 66 62 60 66 63
Class of 1888 fund 48 44 43 48 46
Class of 1899 fund 80 74 72 80 76
Class of 1904 fund 16 3i 36 44 47
Darlington fund 40 37 36 40 38
Drummond fund 121 113 no 121 n6
Fessenden fund . 164 361 400 384
Louis C. Hatch estate 100 100 100 100 100
Samuel W. Hatch func 4° 37 36 40 38
Hubbard fund
• 4,530 4,224 4,096 4,530 4,351
Thomas Hubbard func i 126 118 119 132 127
Lufkin fund . 20 18 18 20 19
Lynde fund . 59 55 53 59 57
Morse fund . 40 37 36 40 38
W. A. Packard fund 200 186 180 200 192
Pierce fund . 1,280 i,i93 i,i57 1,280 1,229
Smyth fund . 2
Stanwood fund . 5o 47 45 50 48
4^3 529 307 792 467
$26,777* $28,568 $30,486 $31,428 $31,045
Expenditures
Books $ 4,938* $ 4,905 $ 6,427 $ 6,212 $ 8,358
Periodicals 2,315
Binding . . . . . 919
Express and postage . . 137
Increase of Library . [8,311]
Library supplies . . . 420
1,964 1,578 2,541 2,282
1,358 1,038 1,414 1,403
149 192 151 208
[8,578] [9,237][io,3i8][i2,25i]
560 530 477 517










































$27,607* $27,518 $28,944 $3*, 549 $3 2,948
* Cents are omitted.
The receipts and expenditures for the Students 1 Reading
Room are included in the foregoing tables.
ENDOWMENT FUNDS
I add a table of the Endowment Funds of the Library in order
that the preceding table may be more intelligible and that the







































































































Lufkin Solon B. Lufkin 500 00 500 00
Frank J. Lyiride George S. Lynde 1,486 24 1,486 24
Morse Edward S. Morse 1,000 00 1,000 00
Alpheus S. Packard Sale of publications 500 00 500 00
William A. Packard William A. Packard 5,000 00 5,000 00
Patten John Patten 500 00 500 00
Lewis Pierce Henry Hill Pierce 32,009 00 32,009 00
Sherman Mrs. John C. Dodge 2,176 92 2,176 92
Sibley Jonathan L. Sibley 6,958 37 6,958 37
Stanwood Edward Stanwood 1,269 7 2 1,269 7 2
Walker Joseph Walker 5,248 00 5,248 00
Wood Robert W. Wood 1,000 00 1,000 00
$234,610 83 $234,799 31
Respectfully submitted,
Gerald G. Wilder, Librarian.
Hubbard Hall, 30 April, 1938.
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APPENDIX
The Library, as Classified, showing Accessions for the Period
From April 1, 1937 to March 31, 1938
u
Divisions ^S §> g ^ 5
coZ cq O < H
Bibliography 010 47 7 54 1,720
Library economy 020 10 2 12 811
General encyclopaedias ... 030 3 3 869
General collected essays . . . 040 1 1 45
General periodicals . . . .050 137 1 138 9,355
General societies 060 1 3 4 245
Newspapers 070 53 53 1,97 5
Special libraries 080 359
Book rarities 090 1 2 3 100
Philosophy 100 102 1 103 740
Metaphysics no 81
Special metaphysical topics . 120 81
Mind and body 130 8 8 534
Philosophical systems .... 140 54
Psychology 150 n 1 12 689
Logic 160 107
Ethics 170 4 1 5 1,014
Ancient philosophers ....180 5 1 6 200
Modern philosophers .... 190 15 15 769
Religion 200 34 34 2,059
Natural theology 210 1 1 250
Bible 220 819 1,950
Doctrinal theology 230 1 1 1,037
Practical and devotional . . . 240 447
Homiletical, pastoral, parochial 250 908
Church, institutions, work
. . 260 10 10 996
Religious history 270 35 1 36 1,001
Christian churches, sects . . 280 5 1 6 1,366
Non-Christian religions . . . 290 628 426
Sociologjy
. 300 51 9 60 1,496
Statistics 310 17 2 19 1,127
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Political science 320 111
Political economy 330 146
Law 340 47
Administration 350 36
Associations, institutions . . . 360 15
Education 370 39
Commerce, communication . .380 14








Latin 470 j 2
Minor languages .... 490















Communication, commerce . .650 9
Chemical technology .... 660
Manufacturers 670 1
Mechanic trades 680 1
Building 690 1
Fine Arts 700 16
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Minor languages .... 890 3
History 900 34
Geography and description . .910 74
Biography 920 97
Ancient history 930 11
Modern history, Europe
. . . 940 162
Asia 950 12
Africa 960 1
North America 970 67
South America 980 1
Oceanic and polar regions . 990
Alumni collection
Maine collection 31





























3 2 32 6,278

REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF THE
MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS
To the President of Bowdoin College:
The Director of the Museum of Fine Arts has the honor to
submit the following report for the year ending April 30, 1938:
ACQUISITIONS
The acquisitions for the year total one hundred and thirty-
three, sixty-one coming by purchase, seventy-two by gift.
All purchases for the Museum collections were made out of
the interest accruing from the James Phinney Baxter fund
given in memory of Professor Henry Johnson.
Purchases:
"'Nude Back/* a color reproduction of the painting
by Eugene Speicher.
Wood-block prints of Japanese genre scenes and
landscapes.




an etching by Ernest Roth.














"Head of a Kid,* 1 a bronze statuette by Paul Bart-
lett, given by Mr. A. T. Parker, "76.
"Alpine Scene,"" an oil painting bequeathed by Mrs.
Flora Blanchard, of Bath, Maine.
Photographs of masterpieces of art and architecture,
given by Miss Caroline N. Potter.
"Fountains at Night, World's Columbian Exposi-
tion,*
1
an oil painting by Winslow Homer, be-
queathed by the late Mrs. Charles S. Homer.
3 8.4. 1 -1 3 Colored wood-block prints of flower pieces and land-
scapes, given by the artist, Miss Margaret J. Patter-
son.
38.8.1-48 "48 Masterpieces of Painting,*
1
a portfolio of re-




During the year the Museum scheduled eighteen exhibitions,
as follows:
Photographs by the Bowdoin College Camera Club, May
1-303 '37-
*Watercolors by Margaret Laighton, June-August, '37.
*Oils by Grevis Melville, June-August, '37.
"Maine Artists," lent by the Maine Federation of Women's
Clubs, July-August, '37.
*Watercolors by Charles Ewing, August 10-September 30,
'37-
Oils and watercolors by Winslow Homer, lent by Mr. and
Mrs. Harold T. Pulsifer, September, '37.
*Oils by John P. Benson, October 7-21, '37.
*Watercolors and pen-and-watercolor drawings by Charles
R. Knapp, October 21-November 15, '37.
Watercolors by Henry W. Rice, lent by Mrs. Helena Rice
Hillman, October 21-November 15, '37.
*Oils and Watercolors by Alexander Bower, November 15-
December 31, '37.
^Etchings and aquatints by Will Simmons, December 1-3 1,
'37-
*Watercolors by Eliot O'Hara, January 1-30, '38.
*Etchings by John Taylor Arms, January 1-30, '38.
*Watercolors by Ruth Hammond, February 1-28, '38.
*Dry-points by Cadwallader Washburn, February 1-28, '38.
Lithographs, etchings and wood-block prints by Charles A.
Seward, February 21-March 15, '38.
Oils by contemporary New England artists, lent by the Grace
Home Galleries, Boston, March 1-31, '38.
^Etchings by Ernest Roth, March j 5=April 15, '38.
The * signifies that the exhibition was lent by the artist. Grateful
acknowledgment is here made to these artists individually; to Mrs.
Althea Brockway, of Houlton, who arranged the exhibition sponsored
by the Maine Federation of Women's Clubs; to Mr. and Mrs. Pulsifer;
to Mrs. Hillman; to the Grace Home Galleries; and to Mr. Oliver
Sheean, of Portland, who helped in the securing of, and from his own
collection contributed generously to, several of the print exhibitions.
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INDIVIDUAL LOANS TO THE MUSEUM
The Museum further expresses here, officially, its gratitude
to several friends to whom it is under high obligation for indiv-
idual loans.
Mr. and Mrs. Booth Tarkington of Indianapolis, Indiana,
and Kennebunkport, Maine, generously lent a Portrait of Paul
Potter by the Dutch master, Van der Heist, for the winter, to
remain on display in the Boyd Gallery through Commencement.
At the present time, also, the College is host to two extremely
important paintings lent to it by Mr. Harry Oakes, '96 of the
Board of Overseers. They are a "Portrait of Peter Tjarc\" by
Frans Hals and "A Young Man Holding a Short Sword" by
Rembrandt. These were placed on exhibition April tst, 1938.
Miss Eleanor Lincoln's exquisite small sculptures, Big Brother
and The Armorer, remained on display in the Boyd Gallery
throughout the year.
President and Mrs. Kenneth C. M. Sills and Professor Henry
E. Andrews lent the Museum two marine paintings by Stanley
Woodward for exhibition during the summer months.
LOANS TO OTHER INSTITUTIONS
From February 1st to March 15th, 1938, the Boston Museum
of Fine Arts held a notable exhibition of paintings by John
Singleton Copley in honor of the centenary of his birth. Our
own fine portrait of Thomas Fluc\er by Copley was honored by
being invited to appear in the exhibition, and the College was
pleased to grant the request.
STUDENT LOAN COLLECTION
During the course of the College year, seventy-three original
works of art and reproductions (an increase of twelve over the
previous year), were lent to students and faculty members for
a nominal rental fee of twenty-five cents. This project has
proved so popular that the collection was nearly doubled over
the summer of 1937. It is the hope of the department to aug-
ment the selection available steadily in the future.
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REPAIRS. DEPARTMENTAL WORK
Through the past year several important repairs to the build-
ing have been completed. During the summer months the roof
was entirely refinished. Under a grant of money for student
aid Messrs. Robert Smith '38, Francis Bilodeau '38 and Mario
Tonon '41 cleaned and repainted the Boyd and Bowdoin Gal-
leries, the downstairs corridor and the Assyrian room, and the
Director's and Curator's offices. These same students have
nearly finished the task of re-matting and re-framing the entire
Bowdoin and Johnson collections of drawings, the cataloging
and indexing of which, in the Curator's files, have been actually
completed. Virtually finished, also, is the re-arrangement of
the Bowdoin, Walker, and Boyd Galleries, to secure the simpli-
fied, harmonized display forecast in the last preceding report of
the Director; and the Director places here on record his official
appreciation of the assiduous, skillful, devoted co-operation of
the Curator which has made the past year the most progressive
year in the existence of the Bowdoin Museum.
ATTENDANCE
The attendance from May 1, 1937 through April 30, 1938,
was 8,679.
Respectfully submitted,
Henry E. Andrews, Director


